FieldClimatemobile
Release Notes

23.03.2021

Release
Beta Test
2.0.53.8

Weather / Details - fixed refresh of sensor tiles on swipe down
ET0 in custom summary card
Support for active radiation sensor
Hebrew language fix

06.01.2021

2.0.53.4

Updated the Bulgarian translation

10.12.2020
09.10.2020

Release
2.0.53.3.3

ET0 visualization fix

21.08.2020

Beta Test
2.0.53.RC5.4
2.0.53

Weather / Details - added oriented background images
Forecast - fixed “zoom out” issue
Language handling improvements (especially pt-br, added Bulgarian)

22.07.2020

2.0.52.10

FieldClimate app icon with higher resolution
Push notification payload restructured and extendable
Translation fixes (summary card, disease models)
Weather / Details - new “fingertip” icon to enable clicking into daily/hourly/raw diagrams

07.07.2020
01.07.2020
22.04.2020

Beta Test
2.0.52.8
2.0.52

Weather / Details - customization for the weather summary card
additional parameters available (incl. PAW)
use neutral background to better see numbers,
min/max temperatures for today and yesterday
keep selected data resolution per sensor group tiles
Soil Moisture - editable soil moisture sensor parameters
Disease Models - better visualization for long names
Map View and Station Overview - additional parameter
Support for new NB-IoT devices
Language update (EL/GR, pt-BR, HI, MAH, UK, FR, TR)
Fixed rain sum aggregation for certain time zones
Notifications - prepared handling for active notifications sent from stations (not usable yet)

11.02.2020

2.0.51

Map View - active and object trackers last position is visible on the map
General - UX and HighCharts improvements

06.02.2020
21.12.2019

Release
Beta Test
2.0.50

Weather / Details / Charts - lock mode improvements
General - decreased loading latency, smaller installation package
resume app after long idle times possible without re-login
Station Overview - corrected station selection when clicking on a station tile

18.12.2019

2.0.49

Weather / Details / Charts - lock charts per default
improved NULL value handling

16.12.2019

2.0.48

Login - added account registration link
General - make better use of big screens
Weather / Details / Charts - highlight active markers
Weather / Details / Charts - more consistent and clear x-axis labels
Map View and Station Overview - filter properties if no station in user account supports them

13.11.2019

Beta Test

Weather forecast - hourly data load fix

2.0.46

Station list - stability improvements

8.11.2019

2.0.45

Map view - street layer visible in addition to satellite overview
Google Map key renewal
Station selection - consistent and stored for next app session
Rain accumulation consistency fix

18.10.2019

2.0.42-44

Station list - simpler favorites selection via “star”
Keep favorites and selected stations
Weather / Details - charts with improved x-axis labels

01.10.2019

2.0.41

Map view - zoom to actual position, keep last selected station

17.09.2019

2.0.40

API v2
CropVIEW / iSCOUT - Support screen rotation for better single image viewing

12.09.2019

Beta Test
2.0.39

Disease Model menu: switch to station with license if existing

10.09.2019

2.0.38

Weather / Details / Summary: 1h/24h values issue resolved
Forecast module fixes: non-english language, 1 hour delay

06.09.2019

Beta Test
2.0.37

Fixed weather forecast for phone languages other than English
Translation fixes

04.09.2019

2.0.36

Migration to Android API v28
Fixes for 1h of leaf wetness & rain

02.09.2019

2.0.35

LoRa Clima support
Fixed weather forecast details view for some accounts and virtual stations
Weather / Details / Summary - add rain sum for last 24 hours, icons with 1h/24h label
Weather / Details - add daily rain for current day in the precipitation chart
Disease models stability fixes
Visualization improvements

22.08.2019

2.0.34

Auto-login once successfully authenticated - refresh token
Store credentials optionally
Station Overview - refresh page on swipe down
Customized versions on Google Play Store (Beta)

14.08.2019

2.0.33

Weather / Details - sensor cards can be moved up or down
Weather / Details - add raw option
Station List/ Station Overview - support various sorting options
Translations update (16 phone languages supported)
iSCOUT & CropVIEW image viewer aspect ratio fixes
Branches for customized versions

2.0.32

Support iSCOUT-only accounts

2.0.30

Translations for disease models

2.0.28

Device Management: add LoRa stations to user account
iSCOUT/CropVIEW image navigation fixes

2.0.27

Station List - add station to mobile distance as rank criterion

2.0.25

Station List - selected station is kept focused in the list

Beta Test
2.0.22

Default – English (United Kingdom) – en-GB
Weather - summary card update, added frost temperature and wind speed, temperature
min/max update, y-axis labels
HighCharts - recent data population

03.06.2019

Soil Moisture - sensor cards update, added sensors
Forecast Basic - hourly data current time update
3 new Languages Support (uk,tr,nl)
Station List - search by ID and name, added LoRa devices
2.0.13

Bug Fixes for Weather, Forecast and Map View

